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COPS NW and their far-right allies

The current state of the far-right in Portland is fractured amongst a number of different factions unified primarily by their hatred of Black Lives Matter and ‘antifa’. Since the beginning of the protests against police brutality in the wake of the murder of George Floyd one prominent right-wing group organizing against the left in Portland has been COPS NW, lead by Audra Price. COPS NW, which stands for Community of Police Supporters, is most known for planning the weekly ‘Back the Blue’ rallies in downtown Portland, including the August 22nd ‘Mother Of All (Back the Blue) Rallies,’ during which Proud Boys and other far-right aggressors used the excuse of supporting the police to violently assault members of the Portland left.

Although COPS NW positions itself as a conservative group whose goal is to support the police, their rallies have offered a consistent place for those further to their right to attempt violence against the left. In addition, Audra Price and her fashy friends have regularly shown up to leftist events seeking to harass and assault protesters. For these reasons we’ve created this quick guide to COPS NW and their allies so that our community can be better prepared to identify and defend against them.
Audra Ann Price

Audra Ann Price (née Bowden), 38, of Oregon City, OR, is the primary admin of the Facebook group COPS NW: Community of Police Supporters, a group with over 21,000 members. She was a key organizer for the events of 8/22. Audra’s experience with right-wing political activism prior to COPS NW is drawn from her participation in the anti-abortion movement and time spent hassling those seeking abortions outside Lovejoy Surgicenter in NW Portland where she’s somewhat of a regular.
Timothy Clayton Ryerson

Timothy Clayton Ryerson has been a regular fixture at COPS NW events throughout the summer and is frequently seen carrying a rifle at Back the Blue flag wave rallies. Despite following Audra Price around he has also independently attended several Proud Boy events, including the 9/26 rally in Delta Park as well as the Washington DC rally on 11/26. He also takes credit for stealing the Nightmare Elk. Although Ryerson enjoys cosplaying as a cop, he is in fact a ‘bail enforcement agent’ in Washington state.
Andrew Duncomb aka “Black Rebel”

Drew Duncomb is a Proud Boy affiliate and slavery apologist who attended the deadly Unite the Right neo-Nazi rally in Charlottesville. Duncomb actively solicits donations over social media to maintain his lifestyle of traveling to assault people at far-right rallies. Another frequent attendee of COPS NW, Back the Blue and Proud Boy rallies this summer.
Ashley Latay McCauley, a Vancouver WA resident & member of Audra Price’s “COPS NW” organization, was filmed destroying schoolchildren’s #BlackLivesMatter themed artwork on October 19th during an armed far-right pro-ICE demonstration, despite the distraught objections of a parent from the school.
Ashley McCauley’s husband, Christopher Gene McCauley, has also been a regular participant in violent far-right rallies across Oregon over the past few months alongside his wife. On September 7th in Salem, McCauley and militia chud Ty Parker led a crowd of far-right brawlers after a small group of Black Lives Matter counter-protesters across the street, beating and macing them. McCauley bludgeoned a protester in the head with a metal baton.
PDX resident & “COPS NW” member Monica Lynn Noble was also filmed stealing & destroying schoolchildren’s #BlackLivesMatter artwork during the armed far-right pro-ICE demonstration led by Audra Price & Shelby Walman. Monica Noble has been enthusiastic about COPS NW’s growing overlap with the extremely violent Proud Boys hate group.
Eric Oelkers is an open neo-Nazi who we first identified by his ties to Patriot Prayer in 2018. More recently he’s been seen in attendance at events put on by COPS NW and Audra Price has been vocal in her support for him as a “counter-revolutionary.” It is unconfirmed but believed that on December 6th he was responsible for vandalizing a PoC-owned restaurant in Salem.
Almosa got her start running pro-police Facebook groups and appears to model her actions after that of local white nationalist grifter Haley Adams. While Almosa isn’t on good terms with Audra Price, she still regularly attends far-right rallies armed and frequently attempts to infiltrate and disrupt leftist protesters by showing up in Black Bloc.
Quincy Lee Franklin

Quincy Franklin is a domestic abuser, livestreamer and member of the racist Hell Shaking Street Preachers. On October 30th he, along with Chris McCauley, Tim Ryerson and other associates of COPS NW, defaced a statue of Martin Luther King Jr by covering it with Trump campaign gear.
For further information about any of the individuals listed in this zine you can read the full doxxes at our website:

rosecityantifa.org

If you have any information about racist or fascist organizing in your area you can email us at:

tips@rosecityantifa.org